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What is different about these
standards?
Not federal, not national, but built by two
organizations (NGA and CCSSO) that represent states.
These organizations funded their development and
made them available.
States could opt in or opt out
5 states opted out:
Alaska
Minnesota
Nebraska
Texas
Virginia

What is different about these
standards?
Focus on critical reading, developing valid arguments, integrated
curriculum, and problem-solving.
More focus on more challenging text than in previous standards.

More focus on writing than in previous standards, particularly
argumentation and explanation.
Sea Change from the logic and feel of NCLB and an enchantment
with the basics. This system is built.
After all, they are standards to prepare students for colleges and
careers.
In principle, at least, much less directive, more opportunity for
teachers to exercise professional judgment in helping students meet the
performance standards.

What sold us on the
standards?

What they said about Reading:
Students who meet the Standards readily undertake the
close, attentive, reading that is at the heart of understanding
and enjoying complex works of literature. They habitually
perform the critical reading necessary to pick carefully
through the staggering amount of information available
today in print and digitally. They actively seek the wide,
deep, and thoughtful engagement with high-quality literary
and informational texts that builds knowledge, enlarges
experience, and broadens world views. They reflexively
demonstrate the cogent reasoning and use of evidence
essential to both private deliberation and responsible
citizenship in a democratic republic. (CCSSO/NGA, 2010,
p. 3)

What’s not to like?
Nothing
Everything we believe in about literacy learning

What they said about
Teacher Choice:
By emphasizing required achievements, the Standards leave
room for teachers, curriculum developers, and states to
determine how those goals should be reached and what
additional topics should be addressed. Thus, the Standards
do not mandate such things as a particular writing process
or the full range of metacognitive strategies that students
may need to monitor and direct their thinking and learning.
Teachers are thus free to provide students with whatever
tools and knowledge their professional judgment and
experience identify as most helpful for meeting the goals set
out in the Standards. (CCSSO/NGA, 2010, p. 4).

Just the Right Balance
Let the body politic at every level have a voice in the
big overarching goals
At every level along the way, from the
state to the district to the school to the
classroom, leave a little room for each
player to place his or her “signature”
Identity, buy-in, the right kind of
political negotiation

Literacy Design Collaborative
1. What Task?
2. What Skills?

3. What Instruction?
4. What Results?

Literacy Design Collaborative
1. What Task?

Were the achievements and growth
of the Industrial Revolution Era
worth the cost to society?
After reading secondary and primary sources
pertaining to the British Industrial Revolution,
write an argumentative essay that addresses the question
and support your position with evidence from the texts. Be
sure to acknowledge competing views.

CCSS: Reading
1- Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make
logical inferences from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing
or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the test.
2- Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their
development; summarize the key supporting details and ideas.
4- Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
determining technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and
analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.

9- Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order
to build knowledge or to compare the approaches the authors take.
10- Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts
independently and proficiently.

CCSS: Writing
1- Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or
texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
4- Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development,
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

5- Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing,
rewriting, or trying a new approach.
9- Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis,
reflection, and research.
10- Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research,
reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a
day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and audience.

Literacy Design Collaborative
2. What Skills?

Skills Cluster 1: Preparing for the Task

Literacy Design Collaborative
2. What Skills?

Skills Cluster 1: Preparing for the Task

Skills Cluster 2: Reading Process

Literacy Design Collaborative
2. What Skills?

Skills Cluster 1: Preparing for the Task

Skills Cluster 2: Reading Process
Skills Cluster 3: Transition to Writing

Literacy Design Collaborative
2. What Skills?

Task Engagement
Analysis
Skills Cluster 1: Preparing for the Task Task
Text Selection
Active Reading
Skills Cluster 2: Reading Process
Essential Vocab
Skills Cluster 3: Transition to Writing Bridging
Academic Integrity
Conversation
Note-taking
Skills Cluster 4: Writing Process
Controlling Idea
Planning
Development
Revision
Editing
Completion

Teaching Task: Culminating Summative Assessment

Industrial Revolution Module

Were the achievements and growth of the Industrial Revolution Era
worth the costs to society?
After reading secondary and primary sources pertaining to the British
Industrial Revolution, write an argumentative essay that addresses the
question and support your position with evidence from the texts. Be
sure to acknowledge competing views.

Finding Appropriate Texts
Primary/secondary sources

Finding Appropriate Texts
Range of Difficulty

Finding Appropriate Texts
Range of positions regarding basic question

Accessing Task through
Instruction
Offer repeated practice with different versions of the
task
Use known content to teach new skill and known skill
to teach new content

Repeated Practice
Practice with task (weighing costs and benefits) in various
ways
With background content
With vocabulary
Cornell Notes
T-charts
Debates

Repeated Practice:
Background Content

Repeated Practice:
Background Content

Repeated Practice:
Vocabulary

Repeated Practice:
Cornell Notes

Benefits

Disadvantages

Cornell Notes:
Teacher Reflections
Initial instruction: model, scaffold
Adapted across modules

Students active readers and learners
Formative assessment

Beginning of writing process

Repeated Practice: T-Charts
T-charts had
been
introduced
with
background
information;
now being used
with unit topic

Repeated Practice:
Debates
Students were assigned a “character” (e.g.,
child laborer, pregnant miner, factory
supervisor, rich factory owner) and asked to
speak to the costs and benefits of the
Industrial Revolution from their perspective

Familiar Content/New Skills

Familiar Content/New Skills
Intro Paragraph: Hook, Background
Information, & Claim

Familiar Content/New Skills
Identify: Claim, reason, evidence,
summary

Familiar Content/New Skills
Body Paragraph Outline

Familiar Content/New Skills
Evaluating Body Paragraphs

Summary: Accessing Task
through Instruction
Offer repeated practice with different versions of the
task
Use known content to teach new skill and known skill
to teach new content

Essay Analysis
Reading Standards: 1, 2, 4, 9
Writing Standards: 1, 4, 5, 9

What evidence of these standards do you see in the essay?

What are next steps in instruction for this student?

Teachers College
Reading and Writing Project
Prompts for Writing On-Demand Opinion/Argument
Essay

Teachers College
Reading and Writing Project
Prompts for Writing On-Demand Opinion/Argument
Essay

Teachers College
Reading and Writing Project
Prompts for Writing On-Demand Opinion/Argument
Essay

Teachers College
Reading and Writing Project
Prompts for Writing On-Demand Opinion/Argument
Essay

Teachers College
Reading and Writing Project
5th Grade Argument Writing Assessment
Task 1: Video: “Phoeniz Zoo Helps Save Endangered
Species
Task 2: Written Text: Zoochosis
Task 3: Written Text: The Swazi Eleven
Task 4: Chart: Life Span of Female Elephants
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